


FUJ I  SPRAY TURBINE SPRAY GUNS

Choosing the right spray gun for you

T-MODEL™ SERIES
For professionals and serious hobbyists

7001/7003 (1 QT. Bottom Feed Cup)
7002G (400cc Gravity Feed Cup)

5070 (1 QT. Bottom Feed Cup)
5175G (600cc Gravity Feed Cup)

9600-G-XPC
(400cc Gravity Feed Cup)

G-XPC ™

For professionals requiring flexibility

M-MODEL™ SERIES
For weekend warriors and hobbyists

Convertible spray gun that can easily 
switch from bottom feed to gravity 

feed and vice versa

Dedicated Fan Pattern Control adjusts 
from 1” circular to 12” wide

0.8mm to 2.0mm 
air cap sets available

20% lighter than most spray guns on the 
market allows for easy maneuvering and 

less fatigue

Obtain a professional finish with the 
ultimate flexibility and control

Patented Side-mounted Fan Pattern 
Control™  for full incremental adjustments 

from 0.5” circular to 15” wide

0.8mm to 2.5mm
air cap sets available

Side-mounted cup with Swivel N’ Set™ 
adjustable feature allows the operator 

to spray in different orientations

Convenient cup assembly kick stand 
for ease in filling the cup

Side-mounted fan pattern control 
allows quick adjustment 

from 1” circular to 12” wide

0.7mm to 2.2mm
air cap sets available



FUJ I  SPRAY TURBINE SYSTEMS

Choosing the best HVLP system for you

DIY-PRO ™ SERIES
Entry-level and budget-friendly

Small to medium jobs

Ideal for a variety of finishes including:
stain, shellac, 

polyurethane and lacquer

2-stage (5 psi) turbine motor

25ft Hi-Flex™ hose

Choice of M-Model™ spray gun

MINI-MITE PL ATINUM ™ SERIES
Portable, lightweight and powerful

Medium to heavy-duty jobs

Ideal for a variety of finishes including:
stain, shellac, polyurethane, lacquer, 
oil & waterbased paints and primers

3-stage (6.5 psi) turbine motor
4-stage (9.0 psi) turbine motor
5-stage (9.5 psi) turbine motor

25ft Hi-Flex™ hose

Choice of one Fuji Spray gun:
T70™, T75G™ or G-XPC™

Q PL ATINUM ™ SERIES
Quiet, power and control

Medium to heavy-duty jobs

Ideal for a variety of finishes including:
stain, shellac, polyurethane, lacquer, 
oil & waterbased paints and primers

3-stage (6.5 psi) turbine motor
4-stage (9.0 psi) turbine motor
5-stage (9.5 psi) turbine motor

25ft Hi-Flex™ hose

Choice of one Fuji Spray gun:
T70™, T75G™ or G-XPC™

Variable speed-control dial adjusts 
atomization of coating 
(Q5 PLATINUM™ only)



support@fujispray.com

1-800-650-0930

416-650-1430

ALWAYS HERE TO HELP

Contact Us

Fuji Industrial Spray Equipment Ltd.

800 Alness Street, Toronto, Ontario 

M3J 2H5 Canada


